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Experience Matters

The Five Keys to
Quality Casting

Pittsburgh is teeming with fine talent —
especially when you know where to look.
That’s why the credentials of the Casting
Director you hire to find them are so
critical. The last issue of NewsCAST
focused on our pedigree as Pittsburgh’s
first and longest continuously operating
casting company. In this issue, we cover the
second key to quality casting: EXPERIENCE

1.Pedigree: Has the Casting
Company earned industry
respect?
2.Experience: Does the Casting
Company have a proven track
record?
3.Scope: Can the Casting
Company present talent options
its competitors cannot?
4.Performance: Is the Casting
Company professional, on-target
and cost-effective?
5.Results: Is the Casting Company
endorsed by your peers?

Donna Belajac Casting:

★ Nearly 30 years of commercial, television and film credits
★ Pittsburgh’s original one-stop shop for principals, real people & extras
★ A trusted resource for local casting of “supporting & guest star” roles
★ Unequaled knowledge of local and regional talent

Donna Belajac
Casts
Three Rivers
Guest Stars
Actors cast by Donna Belajac are carrying many of the
riveting story lines of Three Rivers, the CBS series that
premiered on October 4th.
Take a peek at some of this well-chosen talent.

On Screen: A Triple Play

On Air: Scoring with the NFL

What the Pittsburgh Post Gazette (July 2009) described
as a Hollywood Hat Trick for our city is also a trifecta for

National

Donna Belajac Casting! Our company was selected as

• Dick’s Sporting Goods and NFL

Casting Director for all three feature films shot in
• NBC and NFL Season Kickoff

Pittsburgh this summer:
★ Unstoppable (Twentieth Century Fox) starring
Denzel Washington, directed by Tony Scott
★ Love and Other Drugs (Twentieth Century Fox)
starring Jake Gyllenhaal and Anne Hathaway,
written/directed by Ed Zwick
★ The Next Three Days (Lionsgate) starring Russell
Crowe, written, produced and directed by Paul Haggis

“Itʼs not often that we find a local casting director working at
the level of LA and New York casting companies.
Pittsburgh producers have the real deal in Donna Belajac
Casting. She knows her stuff, she knows our stuff and she
gets it right. A true pro.”
Matt VanBuren, Producer, Moving Parts, Inc.
Los Angeles, CA

Local

Buffalo, New York
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Donna Belajac directs six-year-old Ethan Davis during

Reviewing our talent picks
online is faster and easier
than ever.

an audition for The Next Three Days

"What we look for in a location Casting Director is
thoroughness and reach in covering all the local
actors. With Donna, not only do you get terrific actors
who bring an amazing reality to the film, you also get
impeccable taste, efficiency and evening cocktails

We organize all auditions one
character to a page and upload
the entire package to a single
location on the Internet.
No need to click from one
agency site to the next.

overlooking the city! She makes it a joy to work in
(If you prefer, we also can record to DVD.)

Pittsburgh.”
John Brace, Linda Lowy Casting
Los Angeles, CA

